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A MESSAGE

FROM THE

CHAIRMAN'S IPAD

Members, I know you are champing at the bit. But it is not easy in these
strange times if you saw the Health and Safety plus the Risk Assessment forms it is pretty mind blowing and only allowing 40 riders. Anyway Chris Chapman has taken the bait and you will find an entry form
and regs in this T&T.
Please, please give him some help as it is not easy. That goes for any
other Trials we may be able to run this year. There will be some different
setups to what you are used to so please abide by the signs and any
other rules you are not used to.
We are liasing with the necessary people about the trials for the rest of
the year.
Wish us luck,
Ted.

EDITORIAL
As you are probably aware by now
there is to be a club trial at the end
of September please read the
regs/entry form carefully, the key
points are:1. Postal entries only - No entries
on the day.
2. Do not send payment with your
postal entry.
3. Payment will be on the day correct cash amount in an envelope with your name on it
please.
4. No spectators.
5. Follow distancing guidelines
and all notices/instructions on
the day.
Entries to the trial will open on the
14th Sept, with a max of 40 - 50

riders (depending on venue size
and organisers judgement) then a
list of those entered (first come first
served) will be compiled and subsequently informed. And finally enjoy
the trial, it’s been a long time coming, the future looks bright for a
couple of more club trials in the
near future.
Just enough room to squeeze in
a happy belated birthday to one of
the founders of this esteemed club El President, Ian. I believe it was
one of those milestone birthdays,
eighteen or some thing like that.
Happy birthday Ian.
Keep ‘yer feet up,

Front Cover
Tim’s Tours at the green in Cavendish
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TIM’S TOURS

W

e all gathered together at the
Alma on 15th August, Chairman Ted and Eadie, the Farmers,
Richard Challis, Dale from Sudbury, Geoff and Daph, and myself.
Fletch suffered a broken clutch
cable at Elmstead Market and had
to return home.

Wixoe onto Sible Headingham, Gosfield and Greenstead Green where
it poured with rain.
We arrived at Earls Colne chippy and sheltered waiting for the
rain to be less severe, no such luck,
no fish and chips and a wet and
soggy ride home.
Apart from the rain a
good time was had by
all
[I think}.

We left the Alma
and went via Chappel through White
Colne and Bures,
Larmarsh and Henny onto Sudbury
our forward journey
took us through Borley and Charming
Foxearth. We
stopped at the Six
Bells Pub on Cavendish Green for a
cuppa. We then proceeded to Clare and
joining the A1124 at
4
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TOWARDS “SECTION ENDS”
PART SEVEN

A

dvice is a commodity that can
be easily given and just as easily received - but can be difficult to
sort out whether it is any good. I
had plenty when I made my ambition known to buy a new Triumph:
“Tiger Cub” for trials, especially
within the trials community itself,
and starting at my club – Clacton
and District MCC. My team colleagues were of differing views. Eddie Shaw who had started riding on
a 350 AJS, had traded this machine for a new Cotton. He now
maintained two-strokes were easier
to ride. Roy Jay – our most successful rider, felt the same and added
that he always thought a Tiger Cub
looked too “dainty” for competition
work. I replied by recounting the
various successes works Triumph
Cubs had attained, particularly
with Ray Sayer on the pegs. Only
Pete Redpath supported my view
and he thought a Cub looked “cobby” and handleable. Though he
added in typical wry humour: “- Of
course what ever it is, you've still
got to ride it.” Further afield, I had
more advice – particularly over the
ignition system. Experienced Centre riders warned of the short-comings of the “energy transfer system.”
Again I pointed to the works bikes
and how well they went. “You can
bet their ignition system is not the
same as you will get.” - would be
the invariable reply. Yet I still put
my eyes on getting one –and looked
at the possibility of hire purchase

with hopefully, a part-exchange
deal for my Francis Barnett.
The founding fathers of this
very fine organisation, might well
be asking what am I doing recounting my days which featured essentially lightweight bikes, when its
very origins were for the furtherance of the great British fourstrokes. It would be a fair comment
- but the time I describe was at a
period when trials was at a turning
point. The major national trials
events were beginning to be won on
smaller machines and some of the
main British factories were beginning to produce lower capacity competition bikes for general sale –
BSA and Triumph being amongst
the first. In this Centre, many
former riders of the big stuff went
to lower capacity. When I started
riding, Doug Theobald rode a big
Ariel, but soon took on a works
DOT. Don French, former Centre
champion on a Norton, swapped it
for a Tiger Cub and Don Smith was
almost unbeatable on his works
Greeves. Even old-timers who had
competed before the War, such as
Ernie Wiffen and Monty Banks,
were turning to lightweight bikes. It
was a major change in the sport
which was further accelerated by
the introduction of the Bultaco
Sherpa in 1965 –hence the term
widely used for the particular
events - or classes : “Pre 65”
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Many riders however doggedly
kept the faith by continuing to cam-

brake. I paid £16:00 for KPU55 and
the next thing was to obtain the
bike to go into it and trot off to trials meetings.. To my great astonishment, bearing in mind his initial
opposition to my competing in motorcycle sport at all, my Dad offered
to lend me the money! Joy abounded! “only lending – you'll have to
bl—y well pay it back..” was his
stern condition of terms. Nonetheless, the future looked rosy....

paign the larger bikes in our Centre meetings where the sections
were becoming noticeably tighter
and this also was around the time
Gordon Jackson won the Scottish
Six Days - incredibly losing just
one mark on his AJS
But for myself it had to be a
lightweight Triumph Tiger Cub and
having passed my driving test, I
bought my first van, an old Ford
10cwt of such vintage that the
throttle (accelerator) pedal was
placed between the clutch and

Sidge

When Insults Had Class
These glorious insults are from an era " before" the English language got
boiled down to 4-letter words ….
"He had delusions of adequacy." Walter Kerr
“He has all the virtues I dislike and none of the vices I admire.” Winston
Churchill
“I have never killed a man, but I have read many obituaries with great
pleasure.” Clarence Darrow
“He has never been known to use a word that might send a reader to the
dictionary.” William Faulkner (about Ernest Hemingway)
“Thank you for sending me a copy of your book; I'll waste no time reading
it.” Moses Hadas
“I didn't attend the funeral, but I sent a nice letter saying I approved of it.”
Mark Twain
disliked by his friends.” Oscar Wilde.
intensely
is
but
“He has no enemies,

two faults;
My wife says I only have
en
list
1, I don’t
was ranting about.
…..and some other shit she
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FINDING MY INNER THUMPER
PART FOUR

D

iscovering that the Royal Enfield (1955/56 Bullet) did not
contain the promised ‘Electronic
ignition’ I began to doubt the other
key selling point, a ‘Trials gearbox’
First was super low, certainly, but
so was top gear – good for little
more than 30 mph. I sensed that
there was a new task here to add to
the list.

Hitchcocks, bless them, display
the gear ratios before and after fitting the cogs. I wanted to check the
primary drive anyway and worked
out that I might be able to confirm
the ratios by comparing the
number of turns of the clutch for
one revolution of the gearbox
sprocket, in different gears. With
the clutch cover off one reason for
the low top gear became apparent:
a 17 tooth engine sprocket, somewhat smaller than the standard 25
tooth fitment. The primary chain
was, unsurprisingly, slack. Another
reason for the bike’s sloth emerged
during this exercise: a 13 tooth
gearbox sprocket, down from the
standard 14/15.

There have been a few articles
on older Enfield singles in various
classic bike mags, including a useful piece on the trials mount on
which Johnny Brittain campaigned
so successfully in the early 1950’s.
A little further research revealed
that trials gearboxes of the era
were usually the narrower pre1955 Albion type, and were identified by a high-mounted gear
change lever rather than one coaxial with the kickstart. Unobtainable obviously. Then onto the Hitchcock’ website where I stumbled
across ‘trials cogs’ for sale, a pack
of two for a near three figure sum,
plus VAT of course. The idea is to
swap these for existing cogs, rearranging others on the shafts at
the same time. The result is that
the bottom three gears are all lowered somewhat, with top gear remaining direct (1:1). A brilliantly
simple modification. I set myself
the task of ascertaining whether it
was necessary to spend the three
figure sum, and of course to strip
and rebuild the gearbox.

It turned out to be quite easy to
check the ratios, back wheel off the
ground and a spanner on the engine sprocket nut. The trials version of first gear delivers 3.19 to 1
against the 2.78 to 1 of the standard box. Not a massive change but
one is almost three and a quarter
turns, the other about two and
three quarters. Quite easy to tell
these apart. Good news is that I
have a ‘trials’ gearbox after all! I
will fit a slightly larger engine
sprocket to see if that produces the
sweet spot of low competition ratios
and higher road gearing.
Feeling flushed having saved myself well over a hundred pounds,
and avoided a potentially hazardous gearbox rebuild, I elected to
check the gearbox oil level as good8

the likes of you and me. He can
even offer ‘OO’ grease of you need it,
whatever that is. I chose a warm
afternoon – we’ve seen a few of
those lately – to thin the grease
enough to go into the filler hole and
actually come out of the level hole.
More difficult in winter I imagine.
Hopefully knife-through-butter
gear changes from now on. A parcel
is due from Hitch****’ with the new
Work has it’s quiet moments in engine sprocket and primary chain
these Covid days so I used the time so a few things to try out at the
to search t’net and found a wonder- next socially distanced practice
session.
ful grease merchant in Lancashire
who seemed to make a decent living spooning grease out of these
Hugo Rose
drums into half litre containers for
will gesture. Well, after removing
the drain plug I was alarmed to
find that no oil came out, just a
tablespoon of treacle. It turns out
this is not a worry: the box should
in fact be filled with semi-liquid
grease, ‘O’ grade. I had never come
across that but it seems you can
get hold of it quite easily, albeit in
50 litre drums.

A properly tensioned chain!

DRUM BRAKE EXCHANGE BRAKE SHOES (ALL TYPES)
Standard or oversize linings for worn drums with a material that works.
Call Kevin Plummer on 07774 277144
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ANGLIA CLASSIC TRIALS CLUB
Affiliated to the Amateur Motor Cycle Association

THE SNAQUE PIT TRIAL
PRE-65/70 & TWINSHOCK TRIAL
Sunday 27th Sept. 2020, Start 10:30 am.
AMCA AUTHORISATION No.:
AMCA/CT/
VENUE:
Snaque Pit, Belchamp Walter, Nr Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7AW (nearest)
GID REF:
TL 82627 42206
CLERK OF THE COURSE:
T.B.A.
SECRETARY OF THE MEETING: Kevin Plummer, Bradgate House, Crown Lane, Ixworth, Bury St.
Edmunds, Suffolk, IP31 2EH. Mobile: 07774 277144
COURSE:
Approximately 3 or 4 laps of 10 or 12 sections - multi route course - all on private land.
MARKING:
Will be 1,2,3,5 - Non-stop basis.
ENTRIES:
OPEN on the 14th SEPTEMBER and will be accepted from MEMBERS of the EFA ONLY.
To be made on the OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM and forwarded to the Secretary of the Meeting. The fee of £15.00
adult, £10.00 youth to be paid on the day of the event, correct cash in an envelope only, CHEQUE'S WILL NOT
BE ACCEPTED. A competitor becomes a member of the Anglia Classic Trials Club for the day of the event. If you
are a member of the AMCA please quote your membership number. Results will be posted on the EFA
website at;
www.anglia-classic-trials-club.co.uk / www.eastern-fourstroke-association.co.uk
ENTRIES CLOSE:
When the MAXIMUM of 50 ENTRIES is reached - NO ENTRIES ON THE DAY.
CLASSES:
Rigid, Pre-unit, Unit, 2 Stroke, Twin Shock & Youth. All solo.
ROUTE:
Hard / 50/50 / Easy / Veterans
NOTICE:
Helmets must be worn & it is recommended that you wear other appropiate protective
clothing. Excessively noisy machines will be barred. Riding over the field and any other prohibited areas is
forbidden and any rider seen doing so will be disqualified. Instructions will be given at the start indicating these
areas. Please keep to the marked route. NO SPECTATORS ALLOWED and please FOLLOW SOCIAL
DISTANCING GUIDELINES AND ALL DISPLAYED NOTICES WHILST AT THE EVENT. Thank you.

TIM’S TOURS 2020
Right you "orrible " lot. If you think you got
away with missing our last outing,
we intend holding another on the
12 th September.
Meet at chairmen Ted,s at 2.0 pm.
For further imformation phone head office
on 01206735520/ 07761822223.
The Management.
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ENTRY FORM
The Snaque Pit Trial
27th September 2020
Declaration: Motor Sport can be dangerous and may involve injury or death. You must
read and agree to the following declaration and paragraphs below, which are designed to create a legally binding relationship in return for you being allowed to enter and compete.
1. I confirm that the information in this entry form and the information and my acceptance to the
terms of my competition licence are correct.
2. I confirm that I understand the nature of the competition I am entering and I am competent to take
part.
3. I confirm that any vehicle I use will comply with the regulations and will be safe and fit for use in
the competition.
4. Before taking part in the event, I will ensure (unless prohibited) that I have inspected the venue,
the track and the facilities and geographical features and that I am satisfied that it is safe for me to
compete.
5. I will not take part if I have any doubt about my ability or the safety of the venue.
6. I accept that the competition in motor sport may involve the risk of injury or death and I agree to
take part at my own risk.
7. Before taking part in the event, I will read and be bound by and comply with general regulations,
any supplemental and final instructions issued by the AMCA, the organisers and the circuit owners
and the regulatory body.
8. I will not participate whilst under the influence of alcohol or intoxicating drugs and that if I am taking any prescribed medication, I will inform the event organiser and seek approval to participate before taking part.
9. I consent to the collection and retention of my personal information by the AMCA.
Riders Signature: __________________________________________Date_________________

*Date of Birth (if under 18) _____________AMCA Membership No..______________________
Riders Name: __________________________________________________________________
__

Address:

_____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________Post Code: ______________________________
Telephone: _________________________email:_______________________________________
Class Entered: ____________Route: ____________Machine:__ _______________CC: _______

*Parent/Guardian Declaration and Agreement: to allow the applicant to enter the competition you must agree to the matters set out below, which are designed to create legal obligations
on you. Sign below only if you agree.
I (print name) ____________________________________________ I am the parent/legal guardian.
I have read the entry form and declaration completed by the applicant and confirm the answers are true.

a) I confirm that he/she is competent to take part in the event and that any vehicle which he/she will
use is safe and fit for competition.
b) I will, before allowing him/her to take part, satisfy myself that the course and the facilities are safe
and will inspect same.
c) I also AGREE that if the applicant should sustain any injury from any cause whilst taking part in
the event and as a result bring a claim for compensation against you or the organisers or officials or
sponsors or entrants or owners of the venue. I WILL INDEMNIFY AND PAY BACK TO YOU any
sum which you may be required to pay as a result of such a claim.

Signature of Parent/Guardian: __________________________________ Date: ______________
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Kelly at BB Embroidery, Brookfield, Tey Road, Earls Colne, Essex, CO6 2LQ
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September 2020

KEEPING TRACK!

Club fixture list & some classic events further afield
September 12th

Tim’s Tours, Start Ted’s Place at 2pm

September 27th

EFA / ACTC

AMCA

October 18th

EFA / ACTC

AMCA

Snaque Pit Trial.

EFA

ACU

Thorrington, club trial.

November 22nd

Snaque Pit Trial, NO ENTRIES ON THE DAY.

There will not be a Club Championship this year.

THE

VINTAGE ENGINEERING
SUFFOLK
HOME OF PRECISION ENGINEERING

AIMED AT THE CLASSIC CAR & BIKE MARKET SPECIALISING IN
OBSOLETE COMPONENT MANUFACTURING
Whether you need a component modifying, prototype making or small
production machining, we can help you with any problem, no matter
how complex. Thanks to our extensive knowledge, flexible business
hours, and availability at short notice, we are guaranteed to meet all
your expectations.
TEL: 01787 375448 / 07835 686856
andy@vintageengineeringsuffolk.co.uk
www.vintageengineeringsuffolk.co.uk

Unit 6, East Street, Braintree, Essex CM7 3JJ
Email: challisautospares@yahoo.co.uk www.challisautospares.co.uk
Coil Rewinding Available - Discount to all Club Members
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£198 a pair

£76 a pair
£134 a pair
£164 a pair

£93 a pair

£83 a pair
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